
Scientific background

Enco Skin
Nanotech Collagen

Fulfills the Dream of

Beautiful & Healthy Skin

Enco

Skin

Nanotech Collagen

PROTECTS SKIN

ENHANCES SKIN TONE

REDUCES WRINKLES

SMOOTHES SCALY SKIN

Size : Oz (30 ml.)
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Manufactured & Marketed by :

Fremont, CA, USA
Tel. : +1-510-659-1466
Fax : + 1-510-795-7571
E-mail : info@encoll.com

EnColl

A Product with American Patented Technology
(U.S. Pat. # 6548077, 6127143, 5814328)

Extensive pre-clinical tests on  enriched 

 have shown enhanced cellular bio activity as 

measured by  significant increase in alkaline 

phosphatase enzyme levels of treated skin when 

compared to the control skin.

EnColl's  triggers the Cell Signal 

Transduction process, stimulating rapid regeneration of 

skin tissues. This natural collagen fills and firms up your 

skin while restoring tone, elasticity and accelerating rapid 

skin regeneration.

 is the purest pharmacological grade type-I 

collagen available in the market.  is 

manufactured through a patented two step purification 

process.   has been tested by 

dermatologists and scientific researchers and has been 

proven very effective in promoting skin repair and 

revitalization.

TMCollagen-Pro

TMCollagen-Pro

TM
Collagen-Pro

TM Collagen-Pro

TM Collagen-Pro

EncoSkin

EncoSkin contains no drugs and is 

hypoallergenic. In 5000+ clinical trials there were 

no recorded adverse reactions, allergic, or 

rejection responses. EncoSkin is an all natural 

treatment for skin rejuvenation.

EncoSkin is quite effective in the control of any oxidative 

damage to the tissues, through the presence of alpha 

hydroxy acid in the formulation.

Contents:

Storage:

Caution:

 Nanotech Collagen in skin tested 
purified water base containing alpha hydroxy 
acid.

  Ambient temperature 
o o                (4  to  40C  or  30  to 104F)

 For external use only. Avoid contact 
with eyes. Keep out of reach of infants.

Reduc  es up to 

54% of

facial lines 

and w rinkles



Usage DirectionsUsage DirectionsUsage Directions

Clinical studies measured the effectiveness by 
changes in the following symptoms of abnormal 
or disease-prone skin.

Reduces Redness in 71% of Participants.

Smooths Scaly Rough Skin in 88% of Tested 
Cases.

69% of Participants Demonstrated 
Improvement in Skin Tone.

92% relief from Itching, Stinging and Burning 
Sensation following Laser Treatment.

Significant increase of Skin Moisture Level 
when monitored by Skin Conductance 
Measurements.
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TM
Collagen-Pro , an active part of , acts 

as a moisturizer and an anti-inflammatory, natural 

healing agent. It stimulates damaged skin cells to 

revive and activate the cell-signal transduction 

process. This process stops the production of 

matrix-destroying enzymes and promotes the 

conversion of undifferentiated cells to rebuild the 

damaged tissue.

EncoSkin

Most skin care products 

are formulated with 

hydrolyzed collagen or 

gelatin. These 

formulations are 

manufactured with 

proteins that are 

fractured in an attempt 

to make them small 

enough to penetrate the 

skin. This fragmenting process reduces or 

eliminates the natural bio-activity of collagen.

TM active ingredient, Collagen-Pro  is a 

non-fractured native structural protein which 

retain its full bio-activity.  This protein is highly 

effective in activating the damaged skin cells to 

accelerate the tissue regeneration process.

 lotions are clinically proven to start 

working within 2 to 8 hours.

EncoSkin's

EncoSkin

ncoll’s research has achieved a 

technological breakthrough with the 

discovery of  modified type-I collagen, E
.  This modified structural protein is 

crucial to tissue growth and remodeling through 

the cell signal process.  , a serum made 

of , is the next generation in 

advanced skin care.  Unlike other products, it 

promotes skin regeneration at a cellular level by 

working from the inside out.  Among all available 

compounds,  is the most effective, 

safe, non-irritating and non-sensitizing. When 

applied topically, it has a soothing, healing effect 

on dry or inflamed skin.

TM
Collagen-Pro

TM
Collagen-Pro

TMCollagen-Pro

EncoSkin

Use  twice daily on clean skin in place of 

your daily moisturizer or as recommended by 

your dermatologist.  R esults will be apparent 

within two weeks and skin will continue to 

improve with ongoing usage.

EncoSkin
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